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ClipperData and Kayrros Announce 
New Partnership  

The first joint product targets U.S. Gulf Coast 
storage 

N E W  Y O R K  A N D  P A R I S  

 
 

ClipperData and Kayrros are joining forces to provide deeper insights into global 

energy market fundamentals. 

Kayrros, the leading provider of information on oil production, storage and refining 

worldwide, is entering into a partnership with ClipperData, the leading provider of 

waterborne oil flow information. The first joint product offered to the market targets 

U.S. Gulf Coast storage. The two companies have exploited the interdependency of 

storage and flows of imports and exports to provide the most timely, accurate and 

comprehensive assessment of U.S. inventories and refiners in the heartland of the 

region’s oil industry.  

The product provides commodity investors with unrivaled precision on the U.S. crude 

oil balance with respect to EIA numbers ahead of the market.  

"Flow drives storage, and storage drives flow," said Matthew Smith, ClipperData's VP 

of market research. "We are thrilled to be able to use the Kayrros data, the gold 

standard for onshore storage, to gain and provide better market intelligence." 
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Figure 1. Kayrros measurements of crude floating roof tanks with ClipperData 

flows in the Beaumont Nederland terminal  

  

"Storage drives price," said Augustin Prate, product manager at Kayrros. "This 

partnership with ClipperData unites two market leaders to deliver the best possible 

product for traders taking fast and critical decisions." 

Kayrros will be participating at ClipperView, ClipperData’s bi-annual event held on 

October 8, to share insights on the new offering. Both companies invite anyone 

interested in a free trial or additional information to contact Kayrros or ClipperData 

directly.  
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Contact information 
 

CLIPPERDATA  

Emma MONTAYA 

VP Sales & Customer Engagement 

Emma.Montoya@clipperdata.com 

(203)216-2160 

KAYRROS  

Augustin PRATE 

Product Manager 

a.prate@kayrros.com 

+33 6 17 65 46 61 

About 
 

ABOUT CLIPPERDATA, LLC 
ClipperData, headquartered in New York City, holds exclusive partnerships with the 
U.S. Customs & Border Patrol and Inchcape Shipping Services, the world's largest port 
agent. ClipperData offers the industry's most comprehensive database of waterborne – 
oceangoing, inland barge, ship-to-ship, and floating storage – flows of all crude oil and 
petroleum products worldwide. ClipperData delivers unrivaled real-time transparency: 
by ship, grade, API gravity, volume, load/discharge port and dock, along with 
consignee information. For more information, visit www.clipperdata.com. 

ABOUT KAYRROS 
Kayrros is the leading global asset observation platform built on fundamental science, 
strong R&D, and leading technology. Harnessing satellite imagery and multiple 
sources of unconventional data with machine learning, natural language processing, 
and advanced mathematics, Kayrros monitors and measures energy and natural 
resource activity worldwide. With access to data on more than 200,000 industry 
assets, Kayrros customers track individual or multiple assets in configurable 
proprietary or collaborative workflows to analyze industrial and environmental 
performance for maximum insight and optimal operational and financial decisions. 
For more information, visit www.kayrros.com. 
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